Targeted tissue oxidation in the cerebral cortex induces local prolonged depolarization and cortical spreading depression in the rat brain.
Spreading depression (SD) has been linked to several neurological disorders as epilepsy, migraine aura, trauma, and cerebral ischemia, which were also influenced by disorderliness of the brain redox homeostasis. To investigate whether local tissue oxidation directly induces SD, we oxidized a restricted local area of the rat cerebral cortex using photo-dynamic tissue oxidation (PDTO) technique and examined the cerebral blood flow (CBF) and direct current (DC) potential in and around the oxidized area. Intensive PDTO induced prolonged depolarization only in the photo-oxidized area, which led to global changes of CBF and DC potential: synchronous negative shifts of DC potential (with an amplitude of approximately 20 mV) and hyperperfusion of CBF occurred. The changes in DC potential and CBF spread at a rate of around 3mm/min beyond the oxidized area to the whole hemisphere of the cerebral cortex, indicating that intensive local oxidation induces SD in the rat brain.